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Symbolic Regression

Background



Problem: Symbolic Regression

Image from Kubalik et al., 2019 

Key use case:

Understanding 

physical systems 

based on data 

with a compact 

mathematical 

expression.



Key Concept in Symbolic Regression: 
Expression Tree

Image Source: https://jankrepl.github.io/symbolic-regression/

An expression tree is a syntax tree for mathematical expressions.

Unlike LNN’s where the syntax tree is given and embedded into the NN, in 

DSO/DSR we learn the tree using an RNN in a RL framework.

https://jankrepl.github.io/symbolic-regression/


Notes on Symbolic Regression

Image Source: https://jankrepl.github.io/symbolic-regression/

• Conjectured to be 

NP hard

• Genetic programming 

(GP) was the most 

popular approach

• GP has 

scalability issues

https://jankrepl.github.io/symbolic-regression/


Deep Symbolic Regression

Overview



Overview:
Deep Symbolic Regression

NMSE / Reward function from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

PDF image from https://machinelearningmastery.com/

Generate distribution of 

expressions with an RNN

Evaluate reward associated 

with expressions based on 

NRMSE to identify top 

epsilon expressions

Compute gradient using top 

epsilon expressions via 

“risk-seeking” reward 

function

Update RNN parameters



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Sample expressions from the RNN



Generating Expressions

• Candidate expressions are generated from an 
RNN

• The outline of the overall approach mirrors the 
GP approaches – except candidates are 
generated from an RNN as opposed to 
candidates from the previous generation



The RNN

Diagram from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021



The RNN

Extra procedure to determine 

the parent and sibling of the 

next token to be generated.

Diagram and algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Refinement



Refinements

Algorithms from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Procedure for enforcing certain 

constraints:

- Min/max Length

- Children of an operator cannot 

all be constants

- Child of an operator cannot be 

its inverse (e.g. no ln(exp(x)) )

- No nested trigonometric 

operators (very rarely 

occurring in science)

Constant optimization

- Constants are optimized using 

a standard method from the 

greater symbolic regression 

literature

As the output of the RNN is symbolic, it can be further refined based on 

the syntax of the symbols



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Compute reward of each expression



NRMSE

Normalized Root Mean Squared Error is the 
common metric used in symbolic regression to 
evaluate a learned expression f against n training 
samples; it is RMSE normalized by the standard 
deviation of the target values

• The reward function R is created from this 
measure

• It is not differentiable, hence an RL framework is 
used.



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Compute top 1-e quantile of expressions



Risk Seeking Reward Function

• Standard policy gradient is based on an 
overall expected value

• CVaR policy gradient considers only the 
lowest risk candidates in a given sample 
(Tamar et al., 2014)

• This work uses a risk-seeking policy 
gradient that is looking at the highest-reward 
expressions



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Compute risk-seeking policy gradient



Gradient of Risk-Seeking Policy Gradient

Proof of gradient follows intuitions from risk-avoiding policy gradient of CVaR.

Approximation is performed via MC sampling



Overall Pseudocode

Algorithm from Petersen et al., ICLR 2021

Entropy gradient points adds some extra 

performance improvement

Update parameters for RNN and optimal 

expression



Experiments



End to End Symbolic Regression with 
Transformers

Overview



After hearing about DSR, 
you may be wondering…

• Why didn’t they just replace NRMSE with 
something like cross-entropy and train with 
supervised technique?

• Why was an RNN used and not a transformer 
architecture?



Research at Meta AI asked the same 
questions – and wrote this paper

• Transformer, language-model style 

architecture

• Trained model with cross-entropy loss

• Generates training data using other 

techniques from SR

• Faster than DSR and other approaches

• Not yet published – currently an arXiv

preprint



Meta’s SR Approach

Figure from Kamienny et al., 2022.



Supervised Approach

To take a supervised approach, the authors generate 
training data

• Generate functions (methodology using prior work on 
SR) – each function is a sample

• Generate sample data (methodology they propose 
seeding sample data with random centroids)

• Translate functions into direct Polish notation

• Training samples consist of up to D input numbers 
and 1 output number.  Each number is represented by 
3 tokens (sign, mantissa, and exponent). This results 
in each of N input values (per function) having 3(D+1) 
tokens

• N varies but is usually 100-200

Notation from Kamienny et al., 2022.



Embedding and Transformer

• For large D, N, the N samples of 3(D+1) tokens 
becomes large for the transformer architecture (which 
has quadratic complexity)

• An embedder feeds the 3(D+1)demb vector into two 
fully connected layers to project down to  demb
dimensions

• Transformer has 16 attention heads, embedding 
dimension of 512, 86M parameters (roughly 4 times 
larger than the first AlphaFold)

• Note that the N input points are permutation invariant, 
so the positional encoding is not included

• Despite being an end-to-end approach, refinement is 
still use, in particular to optimize the constants (but the 
authors note the optimization is initialized with their 
results)

Notation from Kamienny et al., 2022.



Experimental Results

From Kamienny et al., 2022.



Comparison of Approaches

• DSR takes in one set of N samples that are to 
be explained by a single mathematical 
expression and trains an RNN to generate 
candidate expressions that fit to the N 
samples.

• Meta’s transformer-based approach to SR 
takes in 3M examples (each with N samples, 
and the number of samples per example 
varies) to create a model that takes as input N 
samples to produce a mathematical 
expression



Deep Symbolic Policies



The RL approach to SR, revisited

• Are there other reasons why we would want to 
leverage an RL approach for SR?

• Yes, we may want to create policies around 
control.



National Ignition Facility:
Controlling Nuclear Fusion Reactions with Lasers

Image from https://www.americansecurityproject.org/inertial-confinement-fusion-at-the-national-ignition-facility/



National Ignition Facility (actual photo)

Image source https://energyvulture.com/2015/03/06/national-ignition-facility-one-step-closer-to-fusion-power/



Concept: Learn Symbolic Policies for Control

Image from Supplemental Material of Landajuela et al., ICML 2021.

Intuition:

• State space is continuous (si variables 

in the expression)

• Actions are continuous but have

multiple dimensions (the example on 

this slide has 2 dimensions)



Why Symbolic Policies for Control?

• Traditional control theory and mathematical 
physics approaches for control result in simple 
but effective models

• Further, these models are mathematical 
equations that are simple (hence regularized), 
easily understood, and can be efficient to 
implement

• Prior work on RL for control results in black-
box models that do not have these features



Why Not Apply SR Directly?

• The authors cite “objective function mismatch” 
meaning that the policy should be trained on actual 
reward

• They show that using standard SR optimization 
criteria leads to catastrophic failure

Expression from Landajuela et al., ICML 2021.

Number of episodes

Time steps 

in episode i

Reward for time t

in episode i



Adding Multiple Dimensions

• The authors note that multiple action 
dimensions leads to a combinatorial explosion

• They overcome the problem using a non-
symbolic “anchor model”

• The intuition is that each action dimension is
learned sequentially.

• When action dimension i is learned, the algorithm 
uses previously learned symbolic actions 1,…,i-1 
and the anchor (non-symbolic NN-learned) actions 
for i+1,…,n.



Adding Multiple Dimensions

Pseudocode from Supplemental Material of Landajuela et al., ICML 2021.

Note this follows the 

same steps as DSR.



Adding Multiple Dimensions

Pseudocode from Supplemental Material of Landajuela et al., ICML 2021.

Note the evaluation uses previously 

learned symbolic policies up to 

dimension i-1, the current policy being 

evaluated for i and the anchor for the 

remaining dimensions.



Additional Optimizations Introduced

Noted that these techniques are applicable to 
other combinatorial RL problems

• Hierarchical entropy regularization in loss function

• Soft length prior to lead to more variety of
sequence length



Example Results

Table from Landajuela et al, ICML 2021



Comparison to Baselines

Standard SR (Regression = DSR) performs poorly

DSP generally outperforms standard RL methods

(Note DSPO = DSP with constant optimization)

Table from Landajuela et al, ICML 2021



Beyond SR / DSR / DSP

Xu and Ferki, 2021
(preprint) propose a
hierarchical RL
problem for robot 
navigation

• Higher level MDP
involves a symbolic
transition function
learned using dILP

• The higher-level 
solver selects a 
subgoal

• Lower-level solver 
work  to obtain the 
goal

Image from Xu and Ferki, arXiv, 2021.




